COMPLEO TRACKS DOCUMENTS
AND COMPLIANCE FOR
LARGE-SCALE PROJECTS
Complements any task-oriented project management
system by controlling document submission, versioning,
and compliance. Optimized for the Philippines.

ESSENTIALS
• Built with reliable
EMC Documentum® xCP technology
• Ideal for large-scale projects in fields like
construction, energy, and utilities
• Optimized for use in the Philippines
• Ensures all team members have access to
a complete set of plans with latest notes
and revisions
• Creates logs of change orders, RFIs, shop
drawings, and material submissions
• Provides instant status updates
• EMC Certified

THE PROJECT DOCUMENT CHALLENGE
When executing large-scale projects in fields like construction, energy, and utilities,
many organizations struggle to maintain control over project documents. Even the most
sophisticated project management tools often lack sufficient document governance and
fail to provide sufficient access and version control.
As a result, the creation and approval of project documents can become a sluggish process
with uncertain accountability. Documents may be submitted multiple times; approvals
and communications may be bypassed; lost or misplaced communications may confuse
responsibility. The result: time and cost are wasted while compliance and decision-making
are jeopardized.

CONTROL, COMPLY, SIMPLIFY
Specifically optimized for use in the Philippines, Compleo works with any task-oriented
project management system to control document submission, versioning, and compliance
for large-scale projects in construction, energy, and utilities.
The solution creates a clear document version history, prevents the loss of critical
communications, offers quick and accurate search and retrieval, and enables an easy
instant viewing of project status, actions required, project timeline, and responsible parties.
By ensuring ease and speed in the creation, routing, approval and filing of change orders,
Compleo reinforces accountability and prompt action, and helps save time and cost.
To fully complement a modern project management system, Compleo uses a series of
intuitive modules:
• Configuration Module: Defines templates for other modules and creates system
parameters.
• Project Initiator: Project documents are registered together with the project
headers and project details. These contain all metadata about the project,
including category, manager, location, and document structure breakdown.
• Forms Manager: Allows users to trigger electronic or manual forms through
pre-defined workflows. Manual forms use barcodes to facilitate uploading and
integration of manually triggered forms into the system.
• Create Job: Assigns tasks for the document nodes in each project. Users choose
the job template applicable to a specific project to execute the necessary tasks.
• Task Manager: All workflow processes can be managed by a single task manager
that delivers tasks to individuals on the project. Everyone involved receives a list
of pending tasks with criticality and deadlines.
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• Messages: A module that offers powerful collaboration within or outside of the
project group. Enables messaging with document details, comments, progress
tracking, document events, and versioning.
• Project Tracker: Project statuses are viewed in this module with traffic color
conventions for quick identification of problem areas. It also presents an S_Curve for
quick visual assessment of the project, a Google map integration for project locales,
and can drill down to specific phases, documents, and logs.

EXTENSIVE BENEFITS
Compleo by Infobuilder enables users to control the risks and challenges of managing any
large-scale project. The simple step-by-step system ensures straightforward management
of multiple tasks within a project delivery lifecycle. The solution offers:
• New efficiencies in project management
• Definition and enforcement of the project lifecycle
• Management of workflows, virtual documents, content subscriptions,
and categorization
• Powerful tools to define the document breakdown structure
• Simple document viewing procedures and viewing permissions
• Task delivery to all performers with deadline prompts
• Easy status tracking to identify problem areas and metrics to help solve issues
• Convenient web access to core EMC Documentum content services
• Security, version control, library services, content lifecycles
• Access to both core and advanced content

EMC CERTIFIED
The Compleo solution from Infobuilder carries the “EMC Certified” accreditation.
This accreditation ensures tight integration and product roadmap alignment between
the application and EMC platforms. It further assures that the complete solution can be
integrated and configured based on a client’s business processes and associated enterprise
applications. Certified applications generate rapid return on investment, shortening time to
deployment and replacing expensive customizations.

ABOUT INFOBUILDER
Based in the Philippines, Infobuilder is dedicated to providing world-class IT services
by constantly re-inventing and introducing innovative solutions to its customers. Founded in
2004, the company has achieved success with implementations in government and banking
institutions, as well as large utility, oil, and insurance companies. Thanks to this work,
Infobuilder has been recognized as one of the leading ECM consulting firms in Southeast Asia.

ABOUT EMC DOCUMENTUM SOLUTIONS
This solution is one of many content management solutions offered by the EMC Information
Intelligence Group and its partners. These solutions help organizations to solve business
problems specific to their function or industry. By combining EMC and partner technologies
and services, these solutions help organizations to streamline and automate processes,
increase productivity, address their information compliance and retention requirements,
foster creative work, and lower costs.

ABOUT EMC
LEARN MORE
To learn more about Infobuilder and the
Compleo solution, visit www.infobuilder.net.
To learn more about how EMC products,
services, and solutions help solve your
business and IT challenges contact your
local representative or authorized
reseller—or visit us at www.EMC.com

EMC Corporation
Hopkinton, Massachusetts 01748-9103
1-508-435-1000 In North America 1-866-464-7381
www.EMC.com

EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to transform
their operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud
computing. Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the journey to
cloud computing, helping IT departments to store, manage, protect and analyze their most
valuable asset — information — in a more agile, trusted and cost-efficient way. Additional
information about EMC can be found at www.EMC.com
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